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Given a C*-algebra A, we shall call a dense subalgebra d c A smooth if 
it is a Frechet algebra in some nuclear topology stronger than the norm 
topology induced from A. 

The standing assumptions throughout this paper are as follows. A is 
unital, d is a smooth subalgebra of A containing the unit, and c( is an 
automorphism of A mapping d onto d and such that both ~11 d and 
TV-’ 1 d are continuous with respect to each of the seminorms defining the 
topology of &4. 

In this situation Section 1 gives a construction of what will be called the 
smooth crossed product of d by c(, denoted d 2, h, which is a smooth 
subalgebra of the C*-crossed product A 2, H and which contains the 
algebraic crossed product of d by a. 

The rest of this paper is devoted to the study of the cyclic cohomology of 
the smooth crossed product and the main results, as given in Sections 11 
and 12, can be stated as follows. 

THEOREM A. There is a linear map 

# : H;(d) + fq”(d G, Z), 
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compatible with the boundary map in the Pimsner-Voiculescu six-term eaxt 
sequence of the K-theory of the P-crossed product and such that the 
following diagram is exact. 

HCe”(d) A HCodd(d G, Z) - HCodd(d) 

1-a T 1 1-a 
Hcyd) - HCev(d G, Z) e-- HCodd(d). 

The proof decomposes naturally into two distinct parts. Sections 2 to 5 
are devoted to the construction of a convenient representation for the 
Hochschild cohomology of d 2, Z and an analysis of the E,-term of the 
spectral sequence associated to the exact couple 

(see C2 I). 

The results obtained here are sufficient for a relatively complete descrip- 
tion, given in Section 6, of the periodic cyclic cohomology of the smooth 
crossed product in the case where d is the algebra of P-functions on 
some compact P-manifold. 

On the other hand, we obtain in Section 5 the following result 
(Theorem 5.1). 

PROPOSITION B. The periodic cyclic cohomology of d i?, Z can be com- 
puted using only the homogeneous cochains on d 2, Z, i.e., such that given 
a,, . . . . a, E d, 

#(umoaO, . . . . Pa,) = #(umaO, . . . . Pa,) 6,+ +mn,O. 

All the cohomology groups computed with the help of the homogeneous 
cochains will be distinguished by the subscript “horn.” 

Sections 8 to 10 are devoted to a construction of the map # and a direct 
proof of the following result (Theorem 10.1). 

THEOREM C. The following long cohomology sequence is exact: 

This result is then applied to the construction of the six-term exact 
sequence for the periodic cyclic cohomology of the smooth crossed product 
in Section 11. 
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Finally, Section 12 is devoted to a construction of the pairing between 
cyclic cohomology of the smooth crossed product d G, H and the K- 
groups of the C*-crossed product A 2, Z (under a condition which essen- 
tially says that d is suffkiently large to detect all the K-classes of A, see 
Theorem 12.5) and to the proof of the compatibility of the six-term exact 
sequence in cyclic cohomology of d x, Z with the six-term exact sequence 
in the K-theory of A 2, Z. 

1. SMOOTH CROSSED PRODUCT 

Our starting point is the following data: 

~2: a unital topological algebra with its topology given by an increas- 
ing sequence of seminorms 11. )I kr k = 1, 2, . . . 

~1: an automorphism of d. 

The following will hold through all that follows. 

Assumption. (1) SZ’ is a complete, nuclear vector spaces; 

(2) both CI and u-l are continuous in each of the seminorms (1. /I k. 

We shall use the sequence of functions 

p,:z+aB+, k = 1, 2, . . . . 

The following is easily established. 

Let now &a [u-l, u] denote the algebraic crossed product of d with E. 
This means that the elements of &a [u, u-‘1 are given by finite sums 
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and the product structure is determined by the relation 

uau -I = a(a), aEd. 

Using the above defined pk’s we define now an increasing sequence of 
seminorms on SF& [u, u-‘1 by 

It is easy to check, using Lemma 1, that the algebraic operations in 
&, [u, u- ‘1 are continuous in the topology defined by the sequence of 
seminorms ]) . )Ik, k = 1, . . . . and hence we can make the following definition. 

DEFINITION 1.2. The smooth crossed product 

d=Ax,Z 

is the topological algebra obtained by the completion of SZ(~ [u, u-i] in the 
topology defined by the sequence of seminorms I( . (1 k. 

Note that the coefficient maps 

c,:da[u,u-l]-+at, 

c a,u” --) a, 

are continuous and hence extend to the completion ~7. 
In fact each element x of the smooth crossed product has a unique 

representation 

x=Ca,u”, a,Esl. 
n 

Using the pairing between two-sided sequences {4n}npZ, 4, E ,c4*, and 
x=Ca,u”E&-given by 

we get 

PROFQSITJON 1.3. The topological dual &-* can be identified with the 
space of two-sided sequences {d,,}, q5, E XI*, satisfying the condition 

3c, k with sups<c. 
n 

(*I 
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Proof. Suppose that {4,,jntZ defines a continuous linear functional on 
.&; then for some c, k we have 

for all C a,~” in 2. Choosing monomials au” we get (* ). 
Conversely, suppose that (*) holds. Then, by Lemma 1, 

Another result which will be useful later is the following 

PROPOSITION 1.4. d is nuclear (us a topological vector space). 

Proof: This consists mainly of unravelling the definitions. Given any 
vector space E and a seminorm I(. Ilk on E, we denote by Ek the Banach 
space given by completing E/Ker 11. Ilk in the induced norm. Then the fact 
that d is nuclear can be formulated as follows: 

For each i we can find ~~~ C, gl,~d*, and bkEdi, ke IV, with 

k 

sup IIbkIIi< 00, 
k 

suP ll4k lIj< O” for some j, 
k 

such that the induced map ~4 -+ 2” has the representation [S] 

uH 1 nkdk(a) bk. 
k 

We have to show that the same statement holds for 2. Fix an index i. 
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For each x E & we have 

x = c a,u” H c i,n -*$,,k(x) yn,k E ii, 
n n,k 

where y,, = (l/pi(n)) bku” and 

dJn.k(X)=n2pi(n) bk(an)* 

Now we have 

sup II y,k II i = sup llbk II < a, 
n.k k 

,c, b&d -2[=;&fzn-2<m, 

n 

and, with j’ = max(i, j), by Lemma 1, 

This shows that the quotient map d + ~8 has a representation of, the 
desired type. 

EXAMPLE. Let d = C”(T) and suppose that a is the automorphism of 
JB induced by a rotation. d is the algebra of functions 

c w”, {a,> E WO 

where Y(Z) denotes the space of rapidly decreasing sequences, topologized 
by the norms 

Since a(z) = e”z, where 8 is the rotation angle, we have l[ak /Ii = J/c(-~ Jli = 1 
for all k, i, and hence 

pkb) = c2 Ini + 1 jk. 

The smooth crossed product of d by c1 is the algebra of double sums 

c akmzkum, {akrn> E yP(z2)y 
k.m 

where uzu- ’ = CL(Z), and is thus precisely the dense subalgebra of the 
rotation C*-algebra considered by A. Connes in [23. In general, however, 
one cannot choose the functions Pk to be of polynomial growth. 
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Let 

where all the tensor products considered are the projective tensor products. 
Recall the standard projective resolutions 

CM,, h)+d, 

Ncd++J, 

where 

with the boundary operator 

b:x,Qx,Q ... Qx, 
n-l 

- c (-l)ixoQx,Q ... Qxix;+,Qx;+zQ ... Qx, 
I=0 

+(-l)“x,&Qx~Q ... ox,- 1. 

We use here the notation 

iEJPP for XES?, 

xj=xQjELB 

(resp. x, YE& . ..). 
Now denote gQ 0” d by BA4, and note the inclusions 

These say that (a’M,, b) is a subcomplex of (iii,, b) and thus we have an 
exact sequence of complexes 

0 - (BM”, b) -2 (A,, b) A (2i-i,/~M”, h) + 0. (1) 
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Let us now, in terms of the coefficient maps c,, introduced in Section 1, 
define a subspace Q,, c IV, by 

Qn= @ Ker(id@ ... @cc,@ . . . @id) 
if0 

T 
ith position. 

Then we have 

LEMMA 2.1. Im i is closed in I@~ and has Q, as a closed complement. The 
short exact sequence (1) splits topologically. 

Proof Since the coefficient maps c, are continuous, the maps 

id @ ... @c,@ ... @id:Bn+M” 

are continuous as well. Since we can write 

Imi= n Ker(id@ . . . @c,@ ..- @id) 
rn#O 
i#O T 

ith position, 

the continuity of c,‘s implies closedness of both Q, and Im i in W,. The 
splitting follows from the decomposition 

x=Ca,u”=a,+ C a,u” 

applied to each of the factors in the tensor product I%%,. 
Applying the functor 

( )*=Hom&( ,J*) 

to the exact sequence (1) we get the following 

PROFQSITION 2.2. There is a long exact cohomology sequence 

. ..A ff”(Q*)$ ff”($ d*)& fQ&f,*+ H”+‘(Q*)- . . . . 

ProoJ: Using Lemma 2.1, we can write the exact sequence ( 1) as a split 
exact sequence 

0- (dht,,b)~ (iii,,b)L (Q,,b)-0. 
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Applying the functor ( )* we get a short exact sequence 

0 - (Q,?, b) -JL (a,*, b) -5 (BM,*, b) + o, (2) 

where for simplicity we use the same symbols to denote both the operators 
b, x, i in (1) and their transposes in (2). The long exact cohomology 
sequence corresponding to (2) gives the desired result. 

Our aim is now to identify the elements of the long exact sequence from 
Proposition 2.2 and thus obtain information about the Hochschild 
cohomology of the crossed product. 

3. PRELIMINARY COMPUTATIONS 

We will start with a convenient representation for the elements of B’M,*. 
Set 

M,, = duk Q 6 d. 

Then @ k Mn,k is a dense subspace of Bit4,. Representing the elements of 
( ok M,,,)* as sequences 

we can state the following 

LEMMA 3.1. A sequence (dk}kcz, 4kEMz.k extends to an element of 
B&f:?, ifand only if, given x ,,..., x,,E&, we canfind i, j ,,..., j,,EN and a 
constant C so that 

iidk(‘, xl > ..., x~)IItG CPi(k) llxl Ilj,. “’ f lIXnIl~n3 k = 1, 2, . . . . (1) 

Proof: Since, according to Proposition 1.4, J is nuclear, separate and 
joint continuity on &@ 0” d are equivalent, and it suffces to show 
that (1) is equivalent to the separate continuity of { dk>,, z on 
da [u, u-l ] 0 0” &. This follows, however, from Proposition 1.3. 

Let us make, for later reference, the following 

DEFINITION 3.2. A sequence { $,} ks z, dk E Mz,k is called tempered if it 
satisfies (1). The vector space of all such sequences will be denoted by 
8, Mn*,k. 
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Note next that the decomposition 

BME, .. -+OMn*,k 
k 

is preserved by b. We let 

&Cd, d*) = H”(M;k, bk), 

6 H;(d, d*)=vectorspaceofsequences {&}kez, 
k 

& E H;(d, &*), { &}k, z representable 

by a tempered sequence {dk} E @ Mn*,k, 
k 

e,, = the quotient of the vector space of sequences 

{4k}d M$c,hEImb,,bYImb. 
k 

LEMMA 3.3. H”(aM,*, b) = ak H;(d, d*)@ H;,,. 

Proof: Since, according to Lemma 3.1, the map 

it%i’f,* + 6 M;,k 
k 

+di? Mn,k 

is an isomorphism commuting with the coboundary operator 6, the result 
follows directly from the definitions of the vector spaces appearing in the 
statement of the lemma. 

Let us next tackle the complex (Q,, b). First define a g-module map 

h:d+M,+Q,+, 

(-l)“@x,@ **. @X”H i (-l)i-‘U-‘@cl(xI) 
(2) 

i=l 

Q ... Qa(Xj-l)QUQXiQ . . Qx,. 

A straightforward computation inside I@,, gives 

bh(l@x,@ ... Ox,) 

=hb(l@x,@ ..-@IX,) 

+(-l)“(lOx,@ ~~~@x,-GuP’@a(xI)@ .. 0 4-Q). (3) 
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In particular, we can state 

LEMMA 3.4. h : (BM,,, h) + (Q,, + 1, b) is a morphism of complexes. 

Proof Just remember that b acts on Q,, , modulo B’M, + 1 via the 
isomorphism 

given by Lemma 2.1, and bh = hb mod gM,,. 
Next note that both (a&f,,, b) and (Q, b) are acyclic in positive dimen- 

sions. In fact, we define for n > 0 an doP-module map 

p:Li3Mn43M,+1 

(UkX,Q1)Qx,Q ... QX,H(UkQ1)QXoQXIQ ... Qxn. (4) 

Then it is easy to check that pb + bp = id, so that (BM,, b) is acyclic. As 
far as (Q,,, b) is concerned, take an x E ti,, with bx E 88M,_ , . Then bx = 
(pb + bp)bx, i.e., 

b(x - pbx) = 0. 

Since (A,,, 6) is acyclic, we can find x’ E M, + , with x - pbx = bx’. But then 

x=bx’+pbx-bx’ mod gM,, , 

and hence ( Qn, b) is acyclic as well. 
Now define a g-module map 

k.Q,,,-@M,,-,, m>l 

(-l)mQ~“lQ . . . QUnmXmH ~‘Unl+--.+*rnl(ianl-i(XI) 
i= 1 

Q ... Qa n,+ ... +?I,- l(x,). 

We use here the notation 

(51 

for n,>O 

for n,=O 

for n, CO. 
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The following holds: 

kb = bk. (6) 

This can be established either by a direct computation or by noticing the 
identity 

k(l@u”‘x,@ . . . @zPx,) 

=pkb(l@u”‘x,@ . . . @zPx,) 

and using induction together with the contracting homotopy property of p. 
The last piece of information that we need is the fact 

ImbIaM,=ImkbIQ,, 

but since bkb = kb2 = 0 and (BM,, 6) is acyclic, it is enough to show the 
inclusion 

b(ci@4,) c kb( Q2). 

But the left-hand side is generated by elements of the form X-A?‘, XE d, 
and directly from the delinition 

x-R=kb(u-‘@u@x). 

Collecting all the above results we get 

LEMMA 3.5. H”(Q*, b) = H”- ‘(BitI*, 6). 

Proof: We have the commutative diagram 

. . . -A Q3 A Q2 -%c@ 

T h h 

T  II 
. . . ~.&142-+BM,~~ 

with both rows free acyclic (see, e.g., [ 11). 

Note that k and h are a priori defined only on topological bases of the 
respective vector spaces. It is, however, easy to see, using Lemma 1.1, that 
they extend to continuous maps defined on all of the respective topological 
tensor products. 
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4. HOCHSCHILD COHOMOLOGY OF THE CROSSED PRODUCT 

THEQREM 4.1. The Hochschild cohomology of the crossed product d fits 
into the long exact sequence 

where 6 is defined by 64 = ~+4 - I$ 0 a. 

Proof: Recall the long exact cohomology sequence of Proposition 2.2: 

. . . -% H”(Q*) ---% H”(& g*) 1-, H”(gM*) --% H”+ ‘(Q*) -% . . . . 

Using Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.5 we can identify the spaces 

H”(g’M*) z H”+ ‘(Q*) g @ Hz!&, d*) @ H;,,, 

and hence obtain the exact sequence of the theorem. To compute 6 recall 
the definition of the connecting homomorphism. It is given by the following 
procedure: 

(1) Start with {4k}kGZ representing a class, 4 E H”(gM*). 

(2) Pull this back to an element of a,*, say 

I( x0 ZP, . ..) X,Urn”) = qsmo(XOUmo, x,, . ..) x,) 6,,,, . . . . dm”,O. 

(3) Now b$=z$ for some $EQ,*+,, and 

St = [t+b] E H”+‘(Q*) z H”(z%U*). 

But since the isomorphism H”+ ‘(Q*) z H”(gM*) is obtained by compos- 
ing cocycles on Qn + , with h and (rc$) 0 h = $, we have, by formula (3) of 
Section 3, 

t+k=(b&h=b(&h)+(-l)“(++cx). 

With the above choice of lifting 7, $0 h = 0 and we have the desired 
description of 6: 
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5. THE IE,-TERM OF THE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE 

Our goal in this section is the computation of the lE,-term of the spectral 
sequence associated with the exact couple of Theorem 37 in [Z]: 

H,(J) -s H,(d) 
“\ J’ 
H(&?T, ST*). 

The fE,-term is given by the homology of the complex 

(H”(J, sJ* 1. do), d,, = IB. 

Here the boundary map do is given by 

do4(xo, xi, . . . . x,1 
= cyclic antisymmetrization of 

d(1, x0, *+*, x,) + (- 1 Y&o, Xl 3 ..*, x,, 1). (1) 

However, the following simple result will allow us to dispense with the 
second term, as long as the computations are done inside H”(J& J*). 

LEMMA 5.1. Given any n-cochain 4, let 

4 Ikbb XI, **-, ~,-~)=~(~0,~1,~~~,~k-~, l,xk,**~,x,-,), 

4 11 ktXO, x1 7 ...Y x,~2)=~(x0,x1,...,xk-l, l, 1,xk,**.,x,,-2), 

and denote by N the cyclic antisymmetrization operator. Then the following 
identities hold: 

1 (h()iI*=b( 1 mi,)+ 1 (-l)k-‘&k, 
k>O k>O k>O 

N((b~)ll.)=bN(~II.-,)+(-l)“-‘N(~l,). 

(1) 

(2) 

We omit the proof, which consists of a straightforward computation. 
Let us now turn to the detailed study of the action of do in terms of the 

exact sequence of Section 4. 

. ..~OH~-‘(d.~*)~H:~~l~H”(~,~d*)~ @ff$d,d*)@H”,,9r... 
k 6 

I 
k 

. ..A 6 H;-*(d,d*)@H~;2---3-t w-‘(d, ,2*)--L 6 IIf;-‘(d, d*)@H:,-‘9, . . . . 
k k 
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As a reminder, note that i is just the restriction map 

H”(d, c$*) = H”(m*, b) -& H”(aM*, b), 

while TT is given by the composition of cochains with the map 
k: Qn + a&l- r, defined by (5), Section 3. We decompose the side terms of 
the exact sequence as 

@ H;(d, d*) 0 HFes = H;(cc4, csJ*) 0 6 H”,(&, af’*) OH;,,. (3) 
k k#O 

homogeneous non-homogeneous 
part part 

Note, finally, the identity 

H;l(&, aI*) = H”(&, d*). 

Since the computations are rather lengthy, we shall break them into 
three parts. 

(A) do, the Non-homogeneous Part 

Let us look at the map 

id,n : Coker 6 -+ Ker 6. 

Using the notation 

we have 

LEMMA 5.2. idon[{4k}kEz]= [(c’fsl ~k”ak-‘}kcz]. 

Proof. According to the definitions of rc and do as well as Lemma 5.1, 
we have 

WoW&ouk, ~1, . . . . x,) 

= cyclic antisymmetrization of d(k( 1 @ xOuk @ x, @ . . . Ox,)). 

But 

k(1 oxi@ ... @X,@XoUk@X1@ ... Ox;_,)=0 for if0 

k(1 @x,u~@x,@ ... Ox,) 

= ,$I PiXoUi@ak-i(X1)* ... @&i(X,), 

58018012-2 
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and hence 

OdJ~4)k(%JUk9 Xl, . . .Y -%I) 

=i~~~(u*-‘x,.‘,.*-i(x,),....ak-i(x.)) 

= ig; qqcPi(XoUk), &‘(X,), . ..) ak-‘(X,)) 

= i$; t#k 0 cd- yxguk, XI) . . . . X”). 

From this lemma we can conclude the following results. 

for some tempered sequence {o~}~~~; see Section 3, Definition 3.2. Then 

k, k-i 

kbk- c c (&-&"+~k-i-r 
i=l r=l 

k, k-i 

1 1 U)k”‘tk-i-’ 
i=l r=l 

(*I 

and the term { c’f= 1 c:;i ok 0 LY~-~--‘)~~~ defines a tempered sequence 
(Lemma 1.1(2)). Using Lemma 5.2 we get 

(II) The first line of (*) can be written as 

&n[(bk)l = ~{k~k~l+~[{~k)l~ 

where 

k k-i 

* 
k= - C’ C 4koak-i-1. 

i=l i=l 
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If & = 0, then also $,, = 0 and according to Lemma 1.1(2), ( tj,) is a tem- 
pered sequence. Thus we can write 

k&c + S$, = bw,, w,=o, 

for some tempered sequence (W~}~~ z. But then 

and both { (l/k)w,} and {(l/k)tik} are tempered (Lemma 1.1(2)). 

(III) This follows immediately from (I) and the fact that, according 
to Lemma 1.1(l), given a tempered cochain {d,}, &, = 0, also (( l/k)#,} is 
tempered. 

(IV) This follows from Lemma 5.2. 

(B) d,, the Homogeneous Part 

Let us now look at the action of d, on the 0th component, i.e., on 
H”(d, &*). Note that (1) defines do on H”(d, &*) as the derivative of 
the spectral sequence, relating Hochschild and cyclic cohomology of d. 

LEMMA 5.4. (I) Given a cocucle C$ on L& we have do($),, = (id&),. 

(II) Given a cocycle (b on d, we have d,n{d.6,,,) =n{d,d-6k,0). 

Proof. (I) This follows immediately from the fact that i is the restric- 
tion map. 

(II) Since, according to Corollary 5.3(IV), id,,n{~. 6+,} = 0, we can, 
using the exactness of the long cohomology sequence of Theorem 4.1, write 

for some cocycle t/~ on d. Since the composition with h: aM,_, -+ Q,, 
inverts rr, we have 

tj = (d,ngl) 0 h. 

This is given (using Lemma 5.1(2)) by 

vh, XI9 . . . . x,) = d(k( 10 Nh(xO @ . . . Ox,))). 

Look at a typical term 

k(l@x& ... @x,@x~u-~ 

o~(x1)o ... @a(x,)@u@x,+,@ .*’ OXjmm,). 
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It can be non-zero only if we have either 

k(l@x,u-‘@CI(X*)@ ... @c((x,)@U@xk+,@ .‘. Ox,) 

= -xoQx1Q ... @Xk@l@Xkfl@ .f. ox, 

or 

k(lQuQx,+,Q ... Qx,Qx,u~‘Qa(x,)Q ..* QcI(X~)) 

= lQ’xk.+1 Q ... QX”QX,QX,QX,Q ... ox,. 

Combining now the signs coming from cyclic permutation and from the 
position of u in h(x, 0 x1 @ . . , Ox,) we get 

4h, Xl 7 .**, x,) = cyclic antisymmetrization of #( 1, x0, . . . . x,) 

+k~Ow)*~l*(XoJl~ -*9x,). 

Note that there is no cyclic antisymmetrization in the second line. Then 
Lemma 5.1 gives 

I(/ = do4 + coboundary, 

and hence completes the proof. 

(C) Computation of the El-Term 

Let us now go back to the decomposition into homogeneous and non- 
homogeneous parts given by (3). We introduce a similar decomposition in 
H”(d, d*), given by 

where 

4hom(XOUm0, aa.7 X,Um”)=qqX&mo, . . . . XnUm”)-6mo+ ...+m,,O. (5) 

Since the operator do preserves this splitting, we can write 

THEOREM 5.5. E,(d),=O. 
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Proof. Set 

(Ker 6); = Ker 6 6 H;(d, &‘*)@H:,,, 
k#O 

(Coker 6); = Coker 6 @ H;(&‘, &‘*) @ H;,,. 
k#O 

Let us look at the diagram 

0 --+ (Coker 6): ~H:+‘(~,,*)~(Ker6)16+‘-0 

I 
do 

O- (Coker6):P’A H;(d, AT*) ---f+ (Ker 6); - 0 

I 
4 

O--+ (Coker6):-*“,H~--‘(~,,*)~ (Ker6):-‘-0. 

The rows are exact by Theorem 4.1. Suppose we are given 4 E Hz(& A?*) 
such that do4 =O. By Corollary 5.3(111) we can find an element 
$ 1 E (Coker 6); such that 

ic$=id,n$,. 

Since the middle row is exact, we can find an element ti2 E (Coker);- l such 
that 

But then 

and hence, from Corollary 5.3(11), 1c/> =O. This gives 4 = dom,b,, i.e., 
E,(&iqe=O. 

For future reference, note that the decomposition of cocycles given by 
(4) works equally well in the cyclic case, i.e., we can write 

H;(d) = H;W)hom 0 Hi,. (6) 

Using this notation we have 

COROLLARY 5.6. H;(d), c Ker S. 
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Proof: Since 5’ preserves the decomposition (6), and since for a cyclic 
cocycle we have 

~EImd,o+EImS+KerS, 

we can conclude from Theorem 5.5 that 

SH$d), c s2H;-2(sz),. 

Iterating this relation we get 

SH;(a?), c SkH;-2k(~)e, for each k = 1, 2, . . . . 

and choosing k > n/2 we get the desired result. 
To describe ~Ei(d)~~~ we need some extra notation. Set 

H&(d) = homology of (Ker 6) H(&‘, CA*), d,), 

H&(a) = homology of (Coker 6 ) H(d, d*), d,). 

Then the following holds. 

THEOREM 5.7. The E,-term of the spectral sequence of the crossed 
product &-fits into a long exact sequence 

. . . d, H&;‘,-,,‘(&) 3, E’;(d) A H;‘,(d) d-, H&,2(&‘) - . . . . 

ProoJ The homogeneous part of the exact sequence of Theorem 4.1 
shows that the rows of the following diagram are exact. 

1 
& 

1 
4l 

I 
do 

O---tCokerbIH”-‘(~,A;i,H*)- fP(d,d*),,, -KerdJH”(d,d*)- 0 

1 
do 

I 
do 

I 
do 

0 --+CokerblH”-‘(d,d*)--+ H”-‘(~,rB,*),,,~KerSJR-‘(d,~*)----,O 

1 
4l 

I 
do 

I 
do 

The diagram is commutative by Lemma 5.4, and, according to Theorem 
5.5, the homology of the middle column is E, (.g). Applying the long exact 
homology sequence to the short exact sequence of complexes given by this 
diagram, we get 

0 - (Coker 6, d,,) - (H”(J, d*)bom, d,) - (Ker 6, d,,) - 0. 

For future reference we will describe the connecting homomorphism of 
this theorem. The proof consists of straightfroward diagram chasing and 
will be omitted. 
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LEMMA 5.8. The connecting homomorphism of Theorem 5.7 is given as 
follows: 

For a class [4] E H&(&‘), we have 

64 = bp, 

dcd=by 

for some cochains p, y on d. Then if 4, 7 are the liftings of the cochains to 
cochains on &- as described in Section 4, (1 ), then 

A[41 = C(d&-np)-by”)M. 

6. EXAMPLE: DIFFEOMORPHISM OF A COMPACT (?-MANIFOLD 

Suppose that d = P(X), where X is a compact P-manifold. Then any 
tl E Aut d is induced by a differomorphism of x. Giving Jae its P-topology 
of uniform convergence of derivatives, it is easy to see that the assumption 
of Section 1 is satisfied. We will apply the preceding results to the crossed 
product J= P(x) ?, Z. 

First of all denote by 9;(x) the space of the Rham n-currents on X, and 
note that according to Lemma 4.5 of [2] the map 

&I,* 3 f$ + antisymmetrization of 4 E 9;(x) 

induces an isomorphism 

and the operator d, is just the standard de Rham boundary operator 

The complexes defining H,,(d) and Hcoeq(&) become, respectively, 

0 - CiqJxy --f% . . .-f-i q(x)” 3 q)(x)* ----+ 0, 

0 - Coker 6 [9;(x) -% . . . -% Coker 6 [9;(x) --+ 0, 

where 6 = id - CI acts on n-currents, and 

C@;(x)” = Ker 6 19;(x). 
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Let us now look at the exact sequence of Theorem 5.7: 

. . . -3 H&&d) -5 E;(aT) L H&(d) --L . . . . 

LEMMA 6.1. A = 0. 

Proof Given a cochain 4 on d representing a class in H;,(d), we may 
suppose that d is an a-invariant n-current on X Set 

&PXo, . ..) PX,) 

= qqdyx,), tl”o+“‘(x,), . ..) cP+ ... +‘yX”)), 

1 

m, + . . . + m, = 0 

0, MO+ ..’ +m,#O. 

(1) 

Then $ is a cyclic cocycle on 2, and hence, from Lemma 5.8, 

AC41 = CVoiwl =a 

LEMMA 6.2. (E?(2) 2 HzO;,‘(d) @ H;Jd), where the splitting is given by 

4=41+42, 

& = antisymmetrization of fj 1 d, 

4, = antisymmetrization of (4 - 4,) 0 h. 

Proof: By Theorem 5.7 and Lemma 6.1 we have a short exact sequence. 
This splits in the stated way (which, however, depends on our choice of h). 

Before going on we will need certain computational results which hold 
for any d. With 4 an n-cochain on J, set 

T&x,, x1 7 *-., x,) = (- 1 YYX,, x0, *-a, x,- ,), 

W=& (n+l+nT+(n-l)P+ ..* +2P-‘+T”)4, 

b’dxo, xl, . . . . x,, ,) = C (- Wxo, . . . . xixi+l,-~*9x~+1)* 
i=O 

T, R, and N map Bz to I@: and M,* to AI,*, while b’ maps I@: to @+ 1 
and M,* toM,*+ 1. Define a map ii from M,* to (Mz)hom: 

wxo, Xl 3 ..*, %J=tw(l @x00 .-- @x,)), XiEd 
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Considering n as a map from M,*-, to (Hz),,,, set 

(2) 

The following holds for any d. 

PROPOSITION 6.3. (I) bN4 = Nb’d, (1 - T)bd = b’( 1 - T)q$ 

(11) (l-T)~=b’(~I,)+(b~)l,,(l-T)R=l-N, 

(III) N%V= 0, 

(IV) k maps cyclic cocycles to cyclic cocycles, cyclic coboundaries to 
cyclic coboundaries, and commutes with b. 

Proof: (I) is well known and (II) is shown by a straightforward com- 
putation, once we recall the definition of 4 IO given in Lemma 5.1. 

(III) First note the identity 

Suppose that 4 is a cyclic n-cochain on d and set 

xi = um’ai, a,E&, i= 1, . . . . n, 

ii,=tlmo+ml+..-+m,(ai), I 

m,+m, + ... +m,=O. 

We have 

T-%4(x,,, x1, . . . . x,) 

= ( - l)“iZ4( 1, Xi, Xi+ 1) ..*) X”y XfJy X1 3 .*+v Xi- 1) 

= (-l)ni f’ ~Oa-k(Clmt(ai), ami+ml+l(ai+l), . . . . aml+ ... +mt-qai)) 
k=l 

zkg tiocC- 
k+m,+m+l+ ‘.. +mm(sO, cl, . . . . 5,) 

= zr q$o a-k--mo- “’ --‘(&, ii,, . . . . ii,). 

k=l 
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(n + 1) N%%J, x1 9 **a, x,) 

= .f (T-‘qq(x,, x,, . . . . x,) 
i=o 

= ( i$o kz: &a+*o- . ..--i-‘) (Go, ii,, . ..) a”), 

and the double sum gives zero by (*) and by the fact that 
m,+ --* +m,=o. 

(IV) Note that nbd = bn4 and, moreover, 

3 = (4) IO. 

Hence (II) gives an identity 

(1 - T) ~4 = b’iiq5 + irbcj. 

Using this and the identities (I), (II), (III), it is now easy to check the 
identities 

(l-T)kj=b’Ni$+NEbqS, 

i bNb=bN$ Nq5, 

$bcj=bkqS. 

This shows that 7 has the desired properties. 

Let us now go back to our special case, when d = P(X). 

THEOREM 6.4. [E”,(C”(X);;:.Z)~.~~~,‘(d)OH~~(sQ). 

Proox Using the splitting of [E;(J) given in Lemma 6.2, the fact that #’ 
is homotopic to rc, and the equality (~4) 0 h = 4, we can now write, for any 
cocycle 4 representing an element in E;(d), 

4= ih+h in E;(J). 

Since both 41 and & are cyclic, so are $4, (6.3(IV)), and & (the lifting 
given by the formula (1)). This means that every element of E;(J) can be 
represented by a cyclic cocycle. Going back to the spectral sequence 
considered at the beginning of Section 5 we get, since all the boundary 
operators do, d,, d2, . . . kill cyclic cocycles, the isomorphisms 

E;(d) z E;(Jzq E ‘. * E E”,(d). 

By Lemma 6.2 this gives the desired result. 
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COROLLARY 6.5. Suppose X= U and u preserves orientation. Then 

dim HCe”( &) = dim HCodd( d) = 2. 

Proof. Denote by H,(X) the homology groups of X computed as 

HnGu = 
Ker do 1 Q:(x) 

Imd,,l&@P,(x)’ 

Since the groups H,(X), H’&(d), II&,&&) are all computed by complexes 
of n-currents on X, it is easy to see that the identity map 4~ 4 (on the 
cochain level) in cohomology descends to the maps 

a,: Hll,(d) -+ H,(X)’ 

P, : H”(WI~H”W) + fcoe,W). 

Define the maps 

Sr:Cokercr,-,+Cokerfl,, 

s2: Coker p,, --f Ker clne2, 

sj: Ker anp2 -+KerB- -,. 

sr, s2, s3 are given as follows: 

(1) Starting with 4~ Hnel(X)OL, we have S4= d,o and we set 
sI C$ = class of w  in Coker /I,,. 

(2) Given 4 E HEotoeq(&), d,d = 6w and then 

6(d,w) = d,,(&) = 0. 

This says that d,w E H&Y’(X) and we set s2(#) = class of d,w in Ker a,_ 2. 

(3) Given ticKera,_,, d,d=6qb=O and 4=d,o for some n-l 
current o. Then 60 gives an n - l-current on X and moreover d&b = 
6d,o = Sd = 0. We set ~~(4) = class of 60. 

It is a straightforward if rather lengthy diagram chase to check that these 
maps are well defined and that the following sequence is eaxact: 

O---+Cokera,~,~Coker~,~Kera,~,-%Ker/?,~,--+O. 

Applying it to the case when X= U we get the following 

(4) n = 0: H,(T)/6H,(T) -+ II&(&‘) is surjective, i.e., 

ho,, g H,(T) = @. 

(5) n= 1: I$(&‘) --f H,(T) is surjective since H,(B)=@ and the 
generator can be represented by any a-invariant measure on the circle, and 

H,(T)/6H,(U) -+ H&,(d) is surjective. 
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(6) n = 2: H&(& + H,(T) is surjective, in fact a preserves orientation 
of 8, and 

KeW-fAW~~IUV -+ f%&J) s Ker(@Ja) + fWN. 

Let p denote an a-invariant probability measure on the unit circle and let 
T be the fundamental class of 8, i.e., 

We can now write 

&uu = ~o,,W) = @P 
H,(U) = H&(d) = CT. 

There are two possibilities. 

(1) T is non-zero in H&(d). Then, by (6), 

H&(d) = H,(U) = @p. 

This gives 

dim EO,(d) = dim EL(d) = 1. 

(2) r = 60, where w  is a l-current on U. Then H:,,,(d) =O, 
H&(x2) = @,u 0 Q&o and 

dim E”,(d) = 2, 

dim U&(J) = 0. 

It is easy to check that in both cases 

dim EL(J) = 2. 

Since E”,(d) are the graded groups of the filtration of IX(J) by dimen- 
sion, the result follows now from Theorem 5.7 and the fact that H&(U) = 
H&,,(U) = 0 for n > 1. 

7. CYCLIC COHOMOL~CYOF THE CROSSED PRODUCT: 
OUTLINE OF THE COMPUTATION 

The rest of this paper is devoted to the computation of the cyclic 
cohomology of the crossed product d 2, Z. Let us briefly describe the 
procedure. 
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The first step consists of looking at the following part of the exact 
sequence of Theorem 4.1: 

. . . -% H”-‘(a?, cd*) If, H”(d, d*)hom &H”(d, d*) --% . . . 

Let us look at the diagram 

. . . ---% H”-‘(d, &*)A H”(.$ .d*),,,-, H”(d, .d*+ ... 

...A H;-l(d) #’ ----a fc(~)llom -k H;(d)&... (1) 

T s T s I s 
. ..e. H!-)(d) --“L H;-2(d)hom ---L H;-*(d)&.... 

We will construct the map # oL: H;- ‘(a) + H;(J&~~ so as to make the 
above diagram commutative and then prove that the middle row is exact. 

The main ingredient of the proof is a cochain map 

r/: Cn+l(sz, d*)hom + cy2, d*)hom, 

which satisfies 

btj=qb+d, 

NqN= rjN. 

Such a map q induces maps as follows, by passage to quotients and 
restriction to d: 

cocycles vanishing on dlcoboundaries -+ H(d, at*), 

cyclic cocycles vanishing on d/cyclic coboundaries + HA(d). 

It will be easy to check that both of these maps are actually defined on 
Ker i in cohomology: 

Ker i --A H”- ‘(cd, d*) 

n 
H”(d -O?*h,om 

Ker i 1. H;-‘(d) 

n 
fC(~%,rn~ 
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Next we shall show that 

in Hochschild cohomology. This, together with the commutativity of the 
diagram (1 ), will allow us to conclude that 

Ker isIm #, in fb(~%~~. 

It will then be relatively easy to show that the sequence 

is exact. 
As the final step we shall combine this with Corollary 5.6, and construct 

a six-term exact sequence describing the periodic cyclic cohomology of the 
crossed product &’ 2, Z. 

8. CONSTRUCTION OF # 

We shall start with a differential graded algebra (E, d) defined as 

E=Eo@E,, 

where 

E,= finitesums~a,u”;n~Z,a,E@ , 
n t 

E, = 
i 

finite sums 1 an,m u”(du) urn; n, m E Z, a,,,, E C . 
n,m 

The product structure is given by the formulas 

u”= 1, 
&i = ui +i 

u’(ui(du) u”) u’= u’+j(du) I.?+‘, 

(du) u’(du) = 0, 

and the graded differential d is defined by 

du” = i’ ui(u-’ du) u-i, 
i=l 

d(E, =O. 
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The fact that (E, d) does become a differential graded algebra with the 
above definitions follows from its representation as a quotient of the 
universal differential graded algebra Q(C [u, up ‘1) by the graded ideal 
generated by air2 Qi together with dl EQ, (here 1 E Q, denotes the unit 
of @[U, u-l]). 

Now suppose that we are given a cycle (Q, a,b) (as defined in [2]) and 
an action of h on Q, i.e., an automorphism a of D commuting with 2. We 
define a crossed product cycle 

as follows: 

(1) E 6, Q = E Q $2 as an algebraic tensor product of graded vector 
spaces; 

(2) the product stucture is induced by the relations 

(lOo)(duOl)=uOa-l(w), 

(l@w)(du@l)=(-l)d’g”dU@a-‘(0); 

(3) the differential d is given by 

(4) the closed graded trace # .d is given by 

#,&d(~~’ du) ~‘@~)=~(aj(~)) di+i,o, 

#~dIE,,QQ==. 

Let us check that # .d is indeed a closed graded trace. 

f .4(4u” 0 0)) 

= ff 4(andi(w)) 6,,, + &&I) = 0, 
i= I 

#,gl(d(u’(u-’ du) ui@,o)) 

= - # m~(ui(u-’ du) z.J@ib) 

= -fj(a’(i?o)) 6i+j,o= -f$(ila’(o)) Gi+j,O=“; 
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the equalities follow from the fact that C’ ;= r = 0 for n = 0, and the fact 
that $ is closed. Hence 

i.e., #,$ is closed. To check the graded trace property it is sufficient to 
look at 

#.~((u-n-m-l(du)u”~o)(umOo’)) 

= #,fj(u-“-“-‘(du) Un+m@a-m(oJ)O’) 

= #(a”(o) a”+“(w’)); 

#.~((Um~W’)(U-“-m-1(du)u”6W)) 

= ( - 1 )dw’ #&(u-~-‘(~u) unOam(co’)co) 

= (- l)dego’q5(an+m(w’) a”(w)). 

Since 4 is a graded trace on L?, we get the equality 

#.qb((U-“-m-l(du)u”@O)(um&o’)) 

=(-1) (dego+‘)degw’#or~((u”~O’)(U-“-m-l(du)u”~’O)). 

Since 

deg(u-“- “-‘(du)u”@o)=l+degw, 

this shows that #,4 is a graded trace. 
Now, let 4 be a cyclic cocycle on ,c4, and let us apply this construction to 

the cycle (Q(d), d, 4) (see [2, Proposition I]), with the action of Z defined 
by 

a(xo dxl . . . dx,) = a(~,,) da(x,) . . . da(x,). 

Here 6 denotes the associated graded trace 

&xo dx 1 -..dx,,) =4(x,, x1, . . . . x,). 

Then # .d is a closed graded trace on E@= a(&). To go from this to a 
cocycle on Z$ we shall use the homomorphism 

thus 

# d(xo, Xl 9 a.., xn)= #.~(P(x,)~P(x,)...~P(x,)). 
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Note that we use the same symbol #,d to denote both the closed graded 
trace on E@, G?(d) and the corresponding cyclic cocycle on d. 

We shall need some explicit formulas later on, so let us tix the notation 

xi = um’a,, i = 1, . . . . n,mieH,a,Ed, 

D(e@co)=deOw, eeE,oEO(d), 

y=u-‘dU@lEE@,Q(%!Xq. 

Note that y is closed and D is a derivation of E@, Q(d) anticommuting 
with d. Let us set 

Ird(x,, x1 3 . . . . x,)= #.Ql(xOdx,...dXi_, Dxidxi+l...dx,), 

jti~(XO~X1~~~~~X~~I)=Ri+l~(lrXO~X1~~~~rX~~l)~ 

Pi~(Xo,X,,...,Xn~1)=#a~(xodxl...dXi_lydxi...dX,~r). 

LEMMA 8.1. Suppose that q5 is a cyclic cocycle on d. Then the following 
identities hold: 

(2) b5i~=~i+I~-~i~ for i>O, and bito#=n,~--n,q5, 

(3) bPi4 = (X0, X1 3 --*T Xn) 

=(-1)i#aq5(~Odxl..~dxi_Jxi,~]dxi+,...dx,), 

(4) TPi4= -Pi- 14. 

Proof: Ad 1. From the definition of the product in E@, 51 we get 

xo dxl . ..dx.= f xo(um’da,). . . . .(u”‘-‘da,_,) 
i= 1 

x (du”l) ai(um’+’ da,, 1). . . . . (0 da,) 

+ x,u”*(da,) u”*(da,) . . . . urn” da,, 

= i x,dxl . . . dxi _ , Dxi dxi + 1 . . . dx, 
i=l 

+~~~~~(da~)u~~(da~)~ ... .umndanr 

and #,Q is zero on the second term. 

5aofaop3 
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Ad 2, 3. These follow by a straightforward computation using the facts 
that both D and dare derivations of E@, Q(6), and that # .d is a graded 
trace. 

Ad 4. We have 

where the last equality follows from the identity 

d@o(dx, . ..dx.-,y dx,-, . ..dx.-z)x,-1) 

= (dxO dx, ..*dxi-,ydxi-l . ..dx.-z)x,-I 

+(-l)“-‘xodxl...dxi_zydxi_,...dx,~,, 

together with closedness of # ,& 
Recalling now the map 

defined by (1 ), Section 6, we have the following important result. 

PROPOSITION 8.2. (1) #,=(-l)“ng IZYP-~(&‘), 

(2) #, commutes with S, 

(3) # .6 = 0 in cyclic cohomology. 

ProoJ: Ad 1. Let 4 be a cyclic cocycle on d. Using the trace property of 
#,# it is easy to check the identity 

TTii& = iii- 14 (imod(n- l)), 

and hence, by Lemma 8.1, 

nbRil,~=b(n~,~+(n-1)75,_,~+ .** +ii,4) 

=n(~l~-~,~)+(n-l)(~,~--~-,~)+ ... +(%4-A*#) 

=n7c,q5- i 7c,~=m,(b- #,$. 
i=l 
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But it is a straightforward consequence of the definitions that II = ( - 1 )%, , 
II = ( - l)“EO on (n - l)-cochair-is, and hence 

#.~=(-l)“n(~l~-bRii,~-Ril,b~) 

=(-l)“nkd. 

Ad 2. Let us look at the diagram 

The vertical arrows are given by the universality of the Q-construction, and 
the obvious isomorphism at the bottom gives 

for any closed graded trace on G(C). If we take for o the generator of 
H:(C) given by o(ldldl)= 2ni, the left-hand column computes # .S& 
while the right-hand column computes S# .b, i.e., S# a = # .S. 

Ad 3. Let us compute # .S# for a cyclic cocycle 4. We have 

But 

(dzP) ai - u-‘(dzP) uu, 

= 2 (U-i-1duui-u-i-2duui+l)ai 

i=l 

= [P, u-l d”l aj= Cxi* ?I, 
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and hence, according to Lemma 8.1(l) and (3), we get 

#.Sq5= f z&=b i (-l)‘p,q5 
( ) 

. (1) 
i=l i=l 

Then Lemma 8.1(4) shows that C;= i ( - l)‘piq5 is a cyclic cochain on JZ? 
and completes the proof. 

PROFQSITION 8.3. All the cochains constructed in this section extend by 
continuity to all of d-. 

Proof: We shall consider rc,q5 (all the other cases follow the same 
pattern). 

Suppose x0, x,, . . . . x, E ~7 are the monomials 

xi = umiai, a,E&,m,+ ..’ +m,=O, 

and set 

ii;. = a W+ “. ‘“(ai), 

Then 

111 d(x,, x1 3 ***> x,) = T’ $~a-j(ii,d,, cIz, . . . . cl,). 
j=l 

Given that 4 satisfies an estimate of the form 

Mao, aI, . . . . a,-,)1 6~ llaoIIk lb1 Ilk... lkI Ilk, 

we get 

17c1qbl Gc 2 IIa-iJ(k I(amlII; Jlam2JI;-‘. ... . Ilam”llk 
j=l 

. lbollk~ Ila,llkp IIa211k. ... . lla,lIk, 

where we used the fact that I(ab(lk < Jlaj(,, /IbIlk, for some k’rz N. But then, 
choosing k” = max(k, k’) + n + 1, 

If now xi are given as finite sums of monomials 

xi = C um’ai,m,, 
m, 
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we get from above, using Lemma 1.1, 

In,9Go, Xl, ...Y X”)l 

GC.2” 1 
1 n 

( ) m’ lIXolIk”+2~ ... .IlX,llk’.+2, 
m>o 

and hence the continuity of 71, q5 is established. 

DEFINITION 8.4. The cochain map 

# : C”-‘(d, d*) -+ cy& d*)hom 

is defined by 

#q5=(-l)“nj&. 

9. A SECTION FOR # 

(A) Given q5~M: and x0,x,, . . . . x,-,,(IE&, we set 

kgl(xo, Xl, . . . . X,-l) 

n--l 

= c (-l)“-;-‘qqx, )...) Xi,a,xi+l ,...) xnel). 
i=o 

We have 

kW0, XI 3 . . . . &I) 

= u$(xo, Xl 7 . . . . x,) + (- lY-’ f (4x0, ..-, Ca, Xi], .a*, X”), 
i=O 

((1-~)~,~(xo,x,,...,x,~,)) 

= Ml - T)Q)(x,, Xl, . . . . x,- 1) 

+ ((-l)“-‘(I- TW)(a, x0, x1, . ..1 x,-t). 

The proof of these relations consists of a straightforward computation, 
which will be omitted. 
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(B) We will work inside 20 M2 and replace Q by q3 # Tr. Set 

%=(I ;), Ro=(sn,” ;z;), Y=(; -3, 

cl0 = Ad %RB E Aut(J@ M2). 

Since 

we have, for any n-cochain $ on J@ M2, 

ti 0 a,12(xo, xl9 . . . . x,) - ti ~a&~, x1, . . . . x,) 

= s :I2 f * 0 ag(xo, x1, . . . . x,) de 

= ice 1: ti 0 a&, x1, . . . . Cf, 4, . . . . x,) de. 

(C) Define, given 4 E (i@z)hom, 

i(=~~‘2h,((b#Tr)oa~)del,,,,,. 

Applying (A) and (B) above we get 

btjq5=ijbq5+(-1)“-‘6fj, 

(l- T) ~&%I, x,, ***, x,-1) 

=rt(l-T)~(x,,x,,...,x,-,) 

+(-l)“‘$‘(l-~)(B#Troa,)(l.fo.~~,....x.-,)dB, 

whereZi=xi@e,,. 

(D) Finally, note that if we define 

44=ii4IJJ, 

then 

dIs+==*bvP=rlb4, 

(1-T)q5=0*(1-T)Q$=O. 
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Thus we can consider q as the map 

which commutes with the coboundary operator b and sends cyclic cochains 
to cyclic cochains. 

(E) Note now that, given any cochain $ on -01, the formula 

d(@+ao)dQ, . ..4)=4(ao. a,, . . . . a,) 

defines a linear functional on s2(z&‘). Moreover the construction of #,q4 
extends to this more general case and gives us the map 

#or: (M,-,)* + @ml,,~ 

4+-+ #,4. 

LEMMA 9.1. Let o,,o,,o,~52(sB), aEs%‘, and suppose that q5 is a 
cochain on slop. Set 

The following identities hold, 

(1) j:‘2dfY(#,b) #Tr)oa,(w,(D4).o,)=(-l)degwo+1~(0g0,), 

(2) fi’2dO((#.)) #Tr) oa,(O,(d~) G,(Dti) w2) = 0, 

(3) f”” de(( # .#) # Tr) 0 a,(O,(DG) o,(df) 02) = 0, 
0 

(4) fz” de(( # .#) # Tr) 0 a,(W,(d$)(Dci) w,) 
0 

=(-l)d”““o+‘;&oo(dl)uw,), 

(5) /i’2 de(( # .4) # Tr) 0 a,(cG,(Da)(dy) til) 

=(-l)d’g”;&woa(dl)w,), 
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ProoJ Since all five integrals are computed in the same way, we will 
only write down the computations for the first one. We have, setting 
sinO=s and cosO=c, 

= #,fjs( --oou-l Duo,s3c+o, Du-‘uwls3c 

- a(oo) Duw, u-,x3 + uq, Du-‘a(o,) x3) 

= #orq5((-1)degoo+1~-1 Duo,o,s3c+(-l)d”g”OD~--u~0q~3~ 

+(-I) hog+’ Du u-’ a(w,o,) x3 + (- l)degq~ Du-‘a(o,o,) x3) 

=(ml)dwo+’ q5(oowl) 2 sin 8 cos 8, 

and then 

s 

d* 
lo de = (- l)d=-~O+‘~(OOO1). 

0 

PROPOSITION 9.2. (1) For an arbitrary cochain 4 E IV,*- 1, we have 

?alC/=II/+tb(lCII,)+4(b1C/)I,. 

(2) For an arbitrary cyclic cocycle q5 E C; - ‘(d, d*), we have 

q#.d=(-l)“nQ. 

Proof: Ad. 1. We have, according to Lemma 9.1 and since nQ = 
(-1P14, 

rln4(ao, 6, . . . . a, - 1 1 

s 

42 
- &I((#,$) #Tr)oae(doD~ld~d~,...d~,_l) 

0 1 = (-l)(-$(aoh .--da,)--$ll/(a,a, dl da, . ..da.-,)) 

= $(a,, a,, . . . . a,-l)+t$(aoal, 1, a2, . . . . a,-,). 
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But it is easy to check directly the identity 

Ad. 2. Since (# .d) # Tr is a cyclic cocycle on J@ M, we have, 
denoting by N, the cyclic antisymmetrization operator in the u-variables, 
the equality 

rl BAUO, a,, . . . . a,-, ) = nN, I:‘* dO(( # .$) # Tr) 0 q(u,,, . . . . a,- 1, 4). 

Using Lemma 9.1 we get for the integral the expression 

I 
7712 

d0((#.4) #Tr)~a,(aodiI,...dii,_,D%+aodril...d~,~2Dii,_,d~) 
0 

= (- l)“&uo da, ~~~du,~,)+f(-l)“-*~((uOdu,~~~du,~,)u,~,dl). 

But 

#((u,du, . ..du._,) a”-’ dl) 

=qb(uOdu,~~~du,~,d(u”-‘l))-qS(uOdu,~~~du,~,l)=O, 

and hence 

q#.4=(-l)“nN4=(-l)“n& 

10. THE LONG EXACT SEQUENCE 

Let us put all the pieces together. We have the four cochain maps 

~:~,*-l+(Qn*hmn, 

i : W- 1-a (Q,*h,,, 

h : K?: hmm + K- 1, 

‘I : (Qr? horn -+ W- 1. 

II and h were constructed in Section 3, k was constructed in Section 6, and 
u in Section 9. Moreover, in cohomology, the induced maps satisfy 

hn=qn=id, 7C= iF 

(see Proposition 9.2( 1) for qn, while hn = id on cochain level). 
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Now let us look at 

(nh) i&(nh)=~(hk)(q7r)h=xh, 

which holds on the cohomology level. Since nh is the identity on the 
cohomology level, and all maps considered commute with b as cochain 
maps, we can find a cochain homotopy 

such that 

Set 

$q=id-bp-pb. (1) 

qi+ l B#. 
27rin(n + 1) 

LEMMA 10.1. Suppose that 4 is a homogeneous cyclic cocycle on d 
which is zero when restricted to d. Then 

4= f Ski&(&Qk4 
k=O 

on the cochain level. 

Proof: By (1) we have 

4= &$+b/$. 

In particular bpd is cyclic, and hence, according to Lemma 34 of [2], 

bj$ = SBj$, 

and 

4= &$+si?pg. 

But note that &%j again is a homogeneous cyclic cocycle vanishing on d. 
By induction on k we get 

(&=gk$d = drf(B/?qk(b + S(Bji)k+lqi 

Acting on both sides with Sk and summing over k>O we get 

1 Sk(Bjqk(b= c Sk&(Bjgk(b+ c Sk+1(Bp)k+1q5, 
kt0 k20 k20 
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where the sums are finite for dimensional reasons, and hence 

THEOREM 10.2. The following long cohomology sequence is exact: 

. . . L H;-‘(d) 2 H”,(Jqhom -5 H;(d) -J-i . . . . 

Proof. 1. i# = 0. Follows directly from the definition of #. 

2. Ker i c Im # . Suppose 4 is a homogeneous cyclic n-cocycle on & 
and i[d] = 0 in H;(d). Then we can find a cyclic n-cochain 1 on d such 
that 

#Id=bA.. 

Set 

X(aoumO, . . . . anurn”) = A.(a,, . . . . a,) ~5,,,~ . . . . . ~5~.,~, a,Ed. 

Then 1 defines a cyclic element of (Qz),,,,,,, and 

(&bX))d=O. 

By Lemma 10.1, 

+bX= c Skk@ji)k& 
k>O 

But, by Proposition 9.2(2) and Definition 8.4, 

Im s”j$ =Im Sk# EIm #, k 2 0, 

and thus 

q5-bXEIm #. 

3. #6 = 0. This is the content of Proposition 8.2(3). 

4. Ker # c Im 6. Suppose that 4 is a cyclic cocycle on d such that 

#d=bA, A cyclic. 

Since #4 is homogeneous, we can assume that A is homogeneous as well. 
But then, using Section 9(C) and Proposition 9.2(2), we have 
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5. 6i= 0. This can be deduced from the fact that inner 
automorphisms act trivially on the level of cyclic cohomology [2]. Alter- 
natively, given a cyclic cocycle 4 on J, we have, by Section 9(C), the 
equality 

&#ld)= +b&. 

6. Ker 6 c Im i. Suppose that 4 is a cyclic cocycle on & such that 

Sq5 = bi, 1 cyclic cochain on d. 

Set, in notation of Lemma 8.1, 

Then 4 is cyclic on d, $I& = 4, and 

nbb=b(Z(-l)ipic$)-b#i. 

= #.S+- #bl=O, 

where we used the fact that # = # oL on cyclic cocycles, Lemma 8.1(4), and 
identity (1) of Section 8. 

11. PERIODIC CYCLIC COHOMOL~CY OF THE CROSSED PRODUCT 

THEOREM 11.1. The following sequence is exact: 

HC”(d) A HCdd(d G, Z) A Hcodd(&d) 

1-a 
I I 

I-a 

HCeV(d) 2- IfC”(d G, Z) ,% HCodd(d). 

Proof: According to Corollary 5.6 we have 

HC(a7) = l& SkH&d) = lim SkH,(&rqhom, 
k k 

and hence it suffices to look at the homogeneous cyclic cohomology of the 
crossed product J Let us look at the diagram 
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It is commutative by Proposition 8.2(2) and the rows are exact by the 
Theorem 10.2. Now a straightforward diagram chase proves the desired 
result. 

12. COUPLING WITH K-THEORY 

Let d be a Frechet algebra, nuclear as a topological vector sate. We 
denote by d+ the algebra cc9 with unit adjoined. In what follows we will 
use the following definition of K-groups of &. 

K,,(d): when A@’ has no unit, K,(d) is the group of stable equivalence 
classes of idempotents in matrix algebras over r;4+, while in the case when 
d has a unit, we take as &,(A?) the kernel of the natural homomorphism 
induced by the injection of d as a closed ideal of d + 

K,(d): we define K,(d) as the quotients of 

GL,(d)= {uEGL,(d+)lu= 1 mod&) 

by the continuous piecewise C’ equivalence relation ~~1, given by 

WINC 1 w2 o 3 continuous, piecewise C’ path 

[0, 1]3t+u,EGL,(&‘)such 

thatu,=w,ando,=w,. 

We will denote by (, ) the pairing between K,,(d) and HCev(zzI) and 
between GL,(&) and HCodd(&) constructed in Propositions 14 and 15 of 
[2], where we extended cocycles on d to cocycles on ZZI+ using the 
standard device of setting 

4(1,a,, . ..) a,)=O. 

LEMMA 12.1. The pairing (, ) descends to a pairing between K,(d) and 
HCodd( 2x3). 

Proof: Suppose that Q is an odd-dimensional cyclic cocycle on d and 
that t -+ v, is an continuous piecewise C’ path of elements of GL,(&). By 
passing to a matrix algebra over ZA? + we can assume that u, E & ’ . It will 
be enough to show the equality 

-$,(u;1, u,, u;‘, . ..) ur)=O. 
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Let 4 denote the closed graded trace on G!(&+) corresponding to 4. Then 
the left-hand side is equal to 

~p(L’;~du,d(u;l)...dv,) 

=~((u;‘)~du,d(u;~)...du,)+~(u;~dti,d(u;’)~~~du,)+ . . . . 

Since $ is cyclic, it is enough to show that the sum of the lirst two terms is 
zero. But 

c&W). du, . ..du.) + (u;’ dLj,...du,) 

= -q@;‘tjtu;’ do, . ..du.)-~(d(u,‘)zi,d(u,‘)...du,) 

= -&u;‘d,u,’ do, ~..du,)x&~;‘du,u;‘ti,d(u;‘)~~~du,) 

-&dlu;‘d,d(u,‘)~~~du,) 

= -&u;‘tiru;’ do, . . . du,) + $(u;%, d(u;‘) . ..du.u;’ du,) 

-&q’d,d(u;‘)...du,dl)=O, 

where we use the identities 

d(u,‘)l =dl .u~‘-u~-’ du,u;’ 

d(u,-‘) du,u;’ = d(u,-I) dl - dl d(u,-‘) + u;’ du, d(u,-‘), 

and the equality 

qqa,, . ..) 1, . ..) a,) = 0. 

Note. The above proof is essentially a rearrangement of the proof of 
Lemma 5 of [3]. 

LEMMA 12.2. Suppose that (J$, a) satisfy the Assumption from Section 1. 
Let q5 be a cyclic cocycle on ~4 and o a cyclic cocycle on 543, where 93 is 
either a finite matrix algebra or C(U). Then 

# a@id(4#a)=(#a4) #CO, 

ProoJ It is enough to note that both sides of the stated equality are 
computed by columns of the commutative diagram 

1 1 EC3 r@id (a(d)@ln(a)) 5 (EO, W4)OfW’). 
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The extension of both sides of (1) to continuous cocycles on respective 
algebras is handled as in Proposition 8.3. 

Let us now introduce the Bott map 6; as follows: 

6: idempotents in Mk(&‘+) + GL,(sd+ 0 C,“(U)) 

~t-+eZni’p+(l--p) 

6 : GLk( G?= ) + idempotents in MZk( & + @ Cz (a)) 

uw,[:, Ju?-i:, ;I, 

where t 4 Y, is any conti uous piecewise C” path inside M, (C [u, u - ‘1) 
connecting (; “0 ,) to (6 y . 

Note that 6 descends t d homomorphisms of the K-groups of d, in fact, if 
we set 

Yd=d@C,“(%), 

we get the homomorphisms 

6: K&d) -+ Ki+ ,(.Y,cs), i mod 2. 

DEFINITION 12.3. K!(d) = lir~, Ki(,4P2”d), where we consider 
{Ki(~*“W))),,r., as an inductive system of abelian groups connected by 
even powers of 6. 

PROPOSITION 12.4. The pairing ( , ) extends to a bilinear pairing 
between KP-groups of d and HC(d). 

Proof Applying Theorem 11.1 to the algebra d+ with the trivial 
action of Z we get short exact sequences 

O-+HC’(d+)-+HCi(~++CC”(T))+HCi+‘(sal+)+O. 

These give us the maps 

#id: HCi(&‘) -, HC’+ ‘(9~4). 

Since, as easily seen from its definition, #id is given by the shuffle 
product with a generator of H:(C$(U)), Lemma 10 of [6] gives us the 
equality 

<cb~x)=(#id4~6X)~ (1) 

Now an application of Lemmas 12.1 and 12.2 gives the desired result (we 
need Lemma 12.2 to assure that # j2,(# # Tr) = ( # ,‘,4) # Tr and hence that 
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#i is compatible with the identifications involved in the construction of 
GL,(d) and M,(d)). 

We shall now apply the above results to the following situation. 
d is a dense unital subalgebra of a unital C*-algebra A, a is an 

automorphism of A, CL(&) = ~4, the pair (a, a) satisfies the Assumption 
from Section 1, and the imbedding d + A is continuous. 

Note that in the category of C*-algebras the map 

6’ : K,(A) -+ K,(Y’d) 

is an isomorphism, and hence we have natural maps 

Q’(d) = lint Ki(Y2”d) + @ K,(Y’“A) = K,(A), 
” n 

Ki’(d 2, Z) =b Ki(Y2”(d 2, Z)) + K,(A x, Z). 
” 

THEOREM 12.5. Suppose that the maps 

Kr(sQ ) + Ki( A ), i= l,O, 

are isomorphisms. Then the maps 

Kf(d 2, Z) + &(A x, Z), i= l,O, 

are surjective and the pairing ( , > described in Proposition 12.4, applied to 
the smooth crossed product, descends to a pairing between HC(& G, Z) and 
the K-groups of the C*-crossed product A x, Z: 

Proof: We shall start with the diagram 

--, q(a) ‘-4 K;(d) --, Kf(d 2, Z) - fq(d) ‘-4 K&d) + 

I I I 1 I (2) 

--f K,(A) I-a K,(A) + K,(A r;, Z) m, K,,(A) ‘-4 K,(A)--+. 

The bottom row, being a part of the six-term exact sequence of Pimsner 
and Voiculescu [7], is exact. We will apply the following result, proved in 
c41. 

The map 

ecproj A, veunit A 

vev -’ = a(e) 
+ { unitaries in A x o: Z} 

(e, v)wue+v(l -e) 

is a right inverse for a and its range, after passing to matrix algebras over 
A, generates K,(A x, Z) as an abelian group. 
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Since, according to our assumptions, we can always choose e, u in a 
matrix algebra over Y2”& for some n, the sujectivity of 

Kf(d;i.Z)+K,(Ax,Z) 

follows. 
Suppose now that 4 is an odd-dimensional cyclic cocycle on d x, Z and 

- - 
suppose moreover that e, u, e, u E d are such that 

s(e, u) - ~(2, 0) in Ax,E. (3) 

Since then [e] = a[s(e, u)] =d[s(~?, C)] = [FJ in &(A), we can (after 
passing to matrix algebra over some suspension Y’“&‘) suppose that there 
exists an invertible element w  in d such that 

wew-’ = 2. 

If we set 

X= a(e) + ael(wel) iYwu-‘(1 - or(e)), 

then a straightforward calculation gives 

~(2, 6) = a-‘(w) Xs(e, u) w-l. (4) 

Moreover, by (3), 

X-l in Ax,& 

and hence [X] E lm(1 -CC)) K,(A) = lm( 1 - ~1) 1 K?(d). Since 4,I d is w  
invariant in cyclic cohomology, we get, using (4), the equality 

(4, de, 0) > = (4, He, fi) >. 

This implies in a straightforward way that (, ) does descend to 
K,(Ax,Z). 

To deal with the &-case, note that the P-groups satisfy (by definition) 
the Bott isomorphism property 

and hence it sufftces to apply the K,-case dealt with above to Yd in the 
diagram 

580/80/2-4 
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and note that the pairing (, ) commutes with the Bott map (using 
Lemma 12.2 applied to 93 = C$‘(T) and (1)). 

PROPOSITION 12.6. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 12.5 are 
satisfied. Then the maps 

a: K,(A x, Z) + Ki+ ,(A), i=l,Omod2 

and 

# : HC(d) --+ Hci+yd c, Z) 

are dual to each other. 

Proof: Since the pairing (, ) is compatible with the maps 6 and #id 
and since, by Lemma 12.2, # # id = # id # (#id is a shuflle product), it is 
enough to show that 

& ( #G [de, ~11) 

holds for 4 E H, 2n+ l(d) and e, u E ~2. Suppose first that u = 1, i.e., 

ueu . -‘=e 

Then, if we set 

X=ue+l-e 

we have 

#4(x-’ - 1, x- 1, . ..) x- 1) 

n-1 
=k;, #&(u-‘- l)k+‘(~- l)k(du) 

x (u-1 - l)“-k(~- 1)“-ke(de)2ke(de)2(“-k)) 

+ i #4((u-‘- l)k(u- l)k+‘(du-‘) 
k=l 

x (u- 1 - I)“-“(u- 1)*-k e(de)2k-1 e(de)2(“-k)+‘). 

Using the identities .e(de)2ke = d(de)2k, e(de)2k+1e = 0, and the a-invariance 
of e we get 

(6(x-’ - 1, x- 1, . ..) x- 1) 

=(n+1)x~q5((u-1-l)“+‘(u-l)ndue(de)2”) 

= (n + 1) 
( > 

“n+ 1 4(e, . . . . e), 

and the result follows in this case. 
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In general, since # 4 1 d = 0 as a cochain, we can suppose that X has the 
form 

X=uve+ 1 -e, uve = euv 

and that there is a P-path of invertibles v, E d such that u,, = v and u1 = I. 
Applying the homotopy invariance of cyclic cohomology proved in 
Section 4(C) of [2] to the family of homomorphisms 

p,:dz[u,u-l]+dx[Iz, 

UH uvt, 

a H v;‘au,, 

we get, by the above case, 

&<#hX)= &<#“, Cv-‘evl>= (4, Celh 
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